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*****

The essay that follows is already in the air for a very long time. I mean, the theme and perhaps some initial
work, just a few chapters in fact, including the natal chart itself, were done at the very beginning of this serial.
Actually, that was quite some time ago. Most probably, it could have been during the year 2015. Indeed, all
was created, just when the majority of essays with biblical topics have been done. Therefore, this essay was
simply waiting for the appropriate and very favorable moment to be launched. This moment has come I think,
and therefore, let us try to synthesize together all that we know about one great figure of Biblical times. As it
is apparent from the title itself, this will be the story about one legendary biblical character, about … Saint
Jerome.
Apparently, we can turn this introduction into something else and entirely different, and we can possibly start
with the question of who wrote the Bible. Alternatively, the question could possibly be … Did God write the
Bible?. Well, the question of who wrote the Bible is not new. Some time ago, the Church declared that God
himself wrote the Bible. Interestingly, leaders of other religions would claim the same. I mean, they would
claim that their manifests and holy books, their bibles, and the entire fundamental religious works of theirs, all
were done by God himself. This can be possibly true, however, this is one reason more to focus on the
problem of who did what. Indeed, we are now very curious particularly about the question of who wrote the
Bible. I cannot say I know a lot about it. I mean, to claim that I know much about religions themselves. This I
never said. The thing is, people are studying religions comparatively for years, and yet, as it seems, they
somehow do miss some points. To be even worse, sometimes they miss even the most important points.
Therefore, let’s try to contemplate and scrutinize this topic, but this time along with the use of Vedic
Astrology-Jyotish. We want to differentiate the facts from the historical and religious make-ups, and
therefore, what would be better and more practical than to turn again to that extraordinary and majestic tool,
which, by the way, already has been proved many times as the ideal instrument for such a job. As you
probably know, I am talking about Vedic Astrology-Jyotish.
Some time ago, just by following news headlines and daily media reports, I stumbled on one name, which, by
the way, was intriguing me for so long. Just to make things clear, the mentioned figure is Jerome, an early
Christian priest, writer, historian, and translator, who was declared as a saint later on. On Wikipedia, there is
an exhaustive article about him, and just a portion of it will be quoted below. 1 We are now in the month of his
commemoration, and this is one reason more to say a few words about that extraordinary character. What
would be better and more appropriate than to give some new contribution to the next coming
commemoration of St. Jerome on September 30, 2019?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerome
Saint Jerome (Latin: Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus; Greek: Εὐσέβιος Σωφρόνιος Ἱερώνυμος; c. 347 – 30
September 420) was an Illyrian Latin Christian priest, confessor, theologian and historian, who also became
a Doctor of the Church. He was the son of Eusebius, of the city of Stridon, on the border of Dalmatia and
Pannonia. He is best known for his translation of the Bible into Latin (the Vulgate), and his commentaries on
the Gospel of the Hebrews. His list of writings is extensive.
He is recognized as a saint by the Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, the Lutheran Church, and
the Church of England (Anglican Communion). Jerome is commemorated on 30 September with a memorial.

I am really amazed by the life story of St. Jerome, even perplexed better to say, and as I am researching some
very unusual angles of history, his figure and his name had attracted my attention heavily. Yes indeed, I have
been contemplating him for quite some time already. His mentality, his temperament, his diligence, his ability
to focus, and his complete background after all, well, all that was reminding me undoubtedly and
unmistakably on one emanation that we are already very familiar with. Indeed, along with the strong mental
1 There is another very nice biography of St. Jerome exposed at by … https://www.britannica.com/biography/Saint-Jerome
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power to achieve what he wants, along with his incredible energy and intelligence, and including all what he
has done or has not done in his entire life, not even to mention opponents and inimical tendencies he
provoked with his every move, all was telling me we are possibly dealing with Vishnu incarnation.2 That means
only one thing, we have to find the corresponding natal chart and to see what and how he was doing. This is
also to say, the question of who wrote the Bible is already answered. It is mentioned in every schoolbook
actually; Saint Jerome wrote it. All possible sources one can consult at any time are very much in tune and
they would all claim the same, St. Jerome wrote the Bible. Now, the only remaining question we need to
answer is if he was a God.
In fact, all essays of mine with the biblical background entirely, are sort of introduction and preparation for
the story of St. Jerome. This story is very important indeed, and it comes just as a logical continuation of the
previously exposed essays with the same topic. We want to know what happened after the true historical
Jesus left the world in January 74 C.E., along with splendid and miraculous ascension to Heaven, what was
marked by stars and starry constellations, and this is what we already know as … the Star of Masada. Then,
we know that God decided to put all the original knowledge exposed by John the Baptist and Jesus himself
into the free fall. This is a very important point. At a certain moment, knowledge and wisdom are supposed to
enter the free-fall mode, in order to avoid all possible framing, intentional or unintentional deviations, and
who knows what else. Knowledge and wisdom should go in free fall. However, not forever! The knowledge
and wisdom are not to be in free-fall forever. This is where we see Lucius Artorius Castus, also known as King
Arthur, coming into the story right after Jesus, and he ensured for this highest spiritual knowledge called
Hermeticism, to be transferred to the safe place, to the place where the new culture will be born very soon.
This place is Great Britain. Right after King Arthur, Roman Emperor Diocletian occurred, who did a very similar
job partially, but with some modifications of course. He even built up a beautiful temple for this extraordinary
important knowledge to dwell in. Today, this temple, which was basically the replica of the first and the
original Solomon Temple in Jerusalem, is known under the name Diocletian Palace, and it is located in the city
of Split in Croatia.
Or, was it another way around? Is it may be the case that the building in Split is much older, and that this is
the true, the original Solomon's Temple? I was already exposing a similar idea. Actually, this is not my
invention. Croatian Author … Domagoj Nikolić … exposed the idea that the true Jerusalem was actually
ancient Salona. In the beginning, I was considering this idea as being ridiculous. However, after seeing his
arguments, I am prone to accept this theory. As it seems, Patriarch Abraham brought his people, the original
Israelites to the Balkans, to the initial Illyria, how it was called at that time. This is to say that this region is the
land of milk and honey. Indeed, that would fit much better into the description. Even the name … JERUSALEM
... is echoing the name of … SALONA …, the capital of Illyria. It is very easy to prove that linguistically. Hence,
according to the mentioned Croatian author, ancient Illyria is the original Holy Land. Indeed, a very high
culture was thriving there based on the highest spiritual knowledge. Most of the people have been established
in the higher states of consciousness. Enlightenment, Cosmic Consciousness, and Unity Consciousness were
not enigma for those people. They called themselves Pelazgus, but they did carry the name Illyrians as well.
Or, it can be that there were many different tribes, where Pelazgus had been just one of them. It is very
plausible that Pelazgus are the biblical Philistines. Well, today I am more prone to this option. It seems that
ancient Salona, the long -term capital of Illyria, was the original seat of King Solomon. After all, his name also
do reflect the ancient Salona. I know a complete theory could sound very radical, even heretical, however, I
think this is very close to being true. As it seems, there is a scam of biblical proportions in the game.
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The term ... incarnation ... and ... being incarnated ..., just same as … reincarnation ..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable
to all. However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual,
and if we remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well.
Once upon a time, the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life. Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance,
somebody put it out of order by decree. It was out of normal use, and put simply, the knowledge about was ... excommunicated. Reading and proper
understanding of all my texts presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about
the nature of a life where every individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of
the Creator himself, by the way, but it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody
launched very humoristically ... Only fools are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many
adequate books, scriptures, courses, etc, and therefore, it is easy to find all the basic information and to tune along appropriately. A good beginning
could possibly be with ... https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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The supposed Diocletian Palace in Salona-Spalato, Split, Croatia.
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/16/Diocletian%27s_Palace_%28original_appearance%29.jpg

Parts of that majestic structure called Diocletian Palace survived until the present day, and they are integrated
harmoniously into the city center of Split. Either of them, King Arthur and Emperor Diocletian ensured for
knowledge to be spread on, and not to be choked and suppressed immediately by the sworn enemies of the
higher spiritual knowledge and wisdom. This is exactly what they tend to do. The dark force wants to
penetrate every system of knowledge, to modify it and to deviate it, in order not to be functional anymore.
Just look at what they have done with all knowledge systems during the darkness of the Kali Yuga. Under the
cloak of ignorance and darkness, they transformed every system of knowledge into the system of ignorance.
That is the reason they do fight for any such organization or academy of highly spiritual true prophets and
gurus. After the departure of their leaders, empty shells of such organizations, well, slowly and gradually they
will be transformed into something else, and they become the nests for spreading the ignorance. Of course,
they will use the names of departing gurus and prophets, but they will start to interpret things their way. After
all, this is how all religions of today came into existence. No any of them has any connection with the original
teaching of the prophet or guru initiator.
All knowledge systems given out by positive devatas, Suras, along with their avataric missions, do contain the
basic idea about transcendence-based meditation as the mean toward the higher states of consciousness
humans can raise themselves and establish permanently. All that is apparently exposed through the basic
teaching of theirs, and this is …
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS WITHIN YOU AND
WHOSOEVER SHALL KNOW HIS TRUE SELF, THE ATMA, SHALL FIND IT.

The transcendence based-meditation is that practical aspect of such teaching, allowing every individual to be
in contact with God, but in a very direct and immediate way, without translators and interpreters. This is one
very unique feature. And what was done with this basic teaching and message? Where do we see that in
today’s knowledge systems? Nowhere! All existing knowledge systems, civil and theological, carefully go
around the word and expression … transcendence. Nevertheless, they never succeed completely. I mean, the
darkness does not stay forever. This is just one phase, so to say. It stays here only temporarily. True
knowledge will always survive; it will survive even the darkest age.
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Thus, now we want to know what happened after King Arthur and Emperor Diocletian times. This is our point
of focus right now. As it seems, this is exactly the frame St. Jerome is coming in.
Officially, they say, Jerome was born around 347 C.E., and he departed on September 30, 420 C.E. However,
according to my revelations, both dates need some readjusting. Nevertheless, this is a very tricky job, because,
as we have noticed already in some other cases, all these dates are carefully mixed up exactly due to one
reason only. The reason is, to make smoke on Vishnu incarnations. Somebody wanted to erase any trace of
God's presence and influence in all mentioned cases. As we are focused now on the birth time of Jerome
predominantly, for sure this year does not fit in. This will be discussed in detail later on. Now, it would be good
to say a few additional general points on Jerome himself so that we can be even more familiar with this great
figure of biblical times.
Thus, we find out it was Saint Jerome who arranged the Bible as we know it today. He wrote this Latin version
of the Bible we know under the name … Vulgate, or Vulgar Bible …, or, … The Bible for Commoners. As well,
we easily cognize that he was assistant to Pope Damasus I. However, I found a very intriguing piece of
information that he was a candidate for the Pope too, but somehow, the story did not go this way. He was not
elected. This is really one very, very important fragment of the story, and somehow it was not given enough
attention to this detail. Moreover, even though it seems just like a small and unimportant detail, exactly this
fragment will be proved as a crucial breaking point in my story. Nevertheless, more about this point will be
exposed later on.
Here there are some additional very interesting facts about St. Jerome. They say his temper was not easy, he
was very fiery … explosive … and very passionate. Fine, that can definitely be an important trace in shaping the
natal chart. I also found that he was depicted as being very humorous. This is also very indicative. Somewhere
I found he used to say … “O Lord, please forgive me that I am born as Dalmatian”. According to some
sources, he used to say this many times, mainly due to his heavy nature. It was probably supposed to be a
joke, but we never know … “There's a grain of truth in every joke” - this is an old saying by itself.
According to some commentators, he enjoyed the company of ladies very much. Some even sponsored his
travels and his works. As it seems, he had patrons. He lived an ascetic life, even though we do not know if this
was for a lifetime. However, as it seems, he could have had especially some problems with celibacy, because
there were some allegations on his connections with ladies. I definitely see he had some problems with
worldly life, particularly in the first part, and it seems to me that official sources, especially Church, made
some photo-shopping while depicting him.
They also say the frame of his work was amazing. He made so many texts and commentaries. Even his style of
Bible translating was unique. He was basically driven by the meaning, not by empty and dry translating
paragraph for paragraph. It must be he was contemplating very deeply every statement, every line, every
word, and by knowing well all these languages … Latin, Greek, Hebrew …, there was no problem for him to put
everything together, and to follow the true story. By mentioning languages he knew and was familiar with, we
definitely need to mention his Illyrian background and the fact that the Illyrian language was very different
from Latin. As it seems that was his mother tongue. I already wrote about this language, and perhaps, later on,
we say something in addition to this topic. Altogether, Jerome must have been very high in consciousness, and
that gave him a very wide range of skills and abilities in finding the truth, and in picturing the gross picture.
Along with one note, it happened somehow, it was discovered that he had his script, his alphabet, as well. It
seems that was not the Latin alphabet. Which alphabet that could possibly have been? Well, I saw a very clear
statement by some commentators that was actually … the Glagolitic Alphabet. The Glagolitic Alphabet was
spread all over the coastal area of the Balkan side of the Adriatic, practically from Albania to Trieste in Italy,
and even further behind. It was very deeply rooted all over, and it was in use for a long time, just until
recently, we could say so. In Croatia even today there are some schools to learn it. I learned myself some years
ago, but just basic things. I found myself on one Croatian island during the summer season, along with my
three-month vacation, and they offered a course to learn the basics about Glagolitic Alphabet. What else
could I have done then to accept the offer? It was so exciting! Official history claims it came to existence
together with Cyrillic Alphabet in the 9th century! Is there something wrong with this? Yes, it is! I mean,
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something is very wrong. It seems this is another hoax of “Church fathers” and “historians”. In order to
blackout the very origin of the Glagolitic Alphabet, and to fade it out entirely, they invented another one, the
Cyrillic Alphabet, which by the way is completely based on the Greek Alphabet, and they attached both to
Saints Cyril and Methodius. Completely wrong! Ancient Illyrians, when they came to the Balkan across the
Mesopotamia and Near East, on their long way from India to Balkan, they already had some alphabet and they
brought it with them. That was the Glagolitic Alphabet. Therefore, the Glagolitic Alphabet was not even
invented by Saint Jerome, as some sources would also wrongly state. It is actually much older. However, of
course, he was using it extensively! More about that some other time.

Glagolitic Alphabet. The photo was taken from Pinterest …
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/37/15/80/3715802f3afa21b2ea58dd25d1accd6d.gif

Today Saint Jerome is revered as the protector of students, historians, translators, librarians, teachers … and
of Dalmatia as the province of Croatia. Even some bishops and cardinals are carrying his name. Even the
church and the college in the Vatican, which is used by Croatian clergy exclusively, is carrying his name, not
even to mention some churches in Croatia itself.3
Thus, in some way, Croatians and Dalmatians are still connected with Saint Jerome. No wonder if we know
that St. Jerome was Illyrian by his origin, being born in Dalmatia and most probably, he is connected with the
city called … Stridon …, somewhere on the borderline of Dalmatia and Pannonia. This is what all sources would
claim. Interestingly, the town of Stridon was never found by modern archaeology, and historians do not know
where exactly it was placed. In fact, the city of Stridon becomes an unsolved enigma of modern times. Here is
what Wikipedia says about the Stridon in its introductory passages …
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stridon

3) Please see … http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pontifical_Croatian_College_of_St._Jerome
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Stridon (Latin: Strido Dalmatiae) was a town in the Roman province of Dalmatia. The town is located near modern
Ljubljana but the exact location is unknown. The town is especially known as the birthplace of Saint Jerome. From
Stridon also came Domnus of Stridon, a bishop who took part in the First Council of Nicaea, and priest Lupicinus of
Stridon. In 379 the town was destroyed by the Goths. Jerome wrote about it in his work De viris illustribus:
"Hieronymus patre Eusebio natus, oppido Stridonis, quod a Gothis eversum, Dalmatiae quondam Pannoniaeque
confinium fuit...".
It is possible Stridon was located either in today's Croatian or Slovenian territory. Possible locations are: Sdrin,
Štrigova, Zrenj (Croatia), Starod (Slovenia), Zrin and many others in both countries.
However, according to others, like Frane Bulić and his work "Stridon (Grahovopolje u Bosni) rodno mjesto Svetoga
Jeronima: rasprava povjesno-geografska" (1920), and geographical map of the Roman Empire in 395 CE from
"Historical Atlas" (1911) by William R. Shepherd, Stridon, which was a seat of bishopric, is placed in today Bosnia, in
Grahovo polje, near town of Tuzla.

Now, as the beginning point of our research on the natal chart of St. Jerome, it would be nice that we find out
his birthplace. Well, as it seems, this is much easier to say than to accomplish. As I already exposed, although
all sources do mention the city of Stridon as his place of origin, which means the place of birth as well, the true
location of this city is somewhat mysterious. We saw that the town of Stridon was probably destroyed during
the attack of Goths in the year 379. C.E. They say that was a very important town. I am just wondering how it
is possible for this very important town not to be found!? How is it possible not to be found ever? Today we
have so sophisticated technology. Somehow there is always on my mind this beautiful story how they
discovered ancient Sarasvati River in India by infrared photographing along with using an airplane. It was
found deep underground, somewhere even 30 meters deep, as it was flowing from the Himalayas to the
western coast of India by touching the sea in the Gulf of Kutch. 4 The river was about 15 hundred kilometers in
length, somewhere wider than 10 kilometers, with about 300 settlements along its banks, and it seems that
was the real seat of Vedic Civilization.
I am just wondering what Infrared photographing would possibly reveal when being deployed in the region of
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Slovenia, and possibly little wider? I am sure that not only Roman Stridon
Town would possibly emerge. It is very likely that even more ancient Troy would emerge, this legendary Troy,
which is so wrongly associated with a location in modern Turkey. It is not only that Mexican researcher
Roberto Salinas Price was right about the location of Troy in or around Gabela, in what is today Bosnia
Herzegovina and Croatia. He, Roberto Salinas Price, was actually very right! Most probably, these towns,
Stridon and Troy, experienced the destiny of Amarna of Pharaoh Akhenaten in Egypt. After the destruction,
they have been dismantled carefully brick by brick, stone by stone. Not to forget that Amarna and Troy were
contemporary; they belong to the same time-frame, and probably the same brain dismantled them. Anyhow,
we know it is not possible to destroy everything and remove every trace. We saw that Amarna was discovered
anyway. I am quite sure Stridon and Troy will be found the same way, and that will be very soon …
Yes, I am just amazed at how modern sophisticated technology efficient is. Some time ago, I saw a
documentary serial on National Geographic … The Time Scanners. Amazing! I already mentioned that in some
previous essays. One episode is about Jerusalem and Herodium. That was stunning indeed! I was shocked at
how much the Laser Scanner can reveal. Especially impressed with Herodium.5
I also saw the implementation of IR photographing along with some other techniques in ancient Rome
researches. They literally can find every dig, and every structure, even if it was removed in some later stage.
Absolutely amazing! However, this is not the end with the innovative technology of modern days and the
cutting-edge laser devices. Just recently, I saw another documentary showing how they did find a colossal
civilization of Maya. As it seems, this is improved laser technology used, and it is being called … LiDAR-Light
Detecting and Ranging. By using such very advanced technology, they discovered that Mayans built up a vast
civilization with many colossal building strictures including pyramids. Maya civilization flourished for 2.500
years in southern Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize. The documentary was produced by National geographic as

4 Please see a very interesting article published in Nature Magazine … https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-05745-8 ... about Sarasvati River
influence on the Gulf of Kutch.

5 Please see … http://natgeotv.com/uk/time-scanners/about… and … http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3687840/episodes?season=1&ref_=tt_eps_sn_1
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well.6 A big team of scientists published the complete research and belonging extraordinary findings in the
Science Magazine.7 Additional material depicting the project is available at the following website …
https://www.brown.edu/news/2018-09-26/lidar

Again, I just wonder what and how it would be if we deploy LiDAR Technology in searching for Roman Stridon
Town. As I already mentioned, there are several options for Stridon. Not to be lazy, I arranged them all in the
Google Earth background so that everybody can see and follow the search for Stridon.

Possible locations for Roman Stridon Town, the birthplace of St. Jerome. Photo by Google Earth.

Point-1 … Štrigova (Shtrigova) … in Međimurje (Medjimurye) Province on the very northwest of today’s
Croatia. This place is strongly indicated as the possible birthplace of Jerome. Strong arguments attached. Josip
Bedeković (1686.-1760.), a prominent priest, theologian, historian, and the clergyman of Pavlin Order, by
origin from Croatia, published in 1752. near Vienna in Austria, a very interesting book with the title … Natale
solum magni ecclesiae doctoris sancti Hieronymi in ruderibus Stridonis occultatum: probatorum nihilominus
historicorum et geographicorum opinionibus, ad brevis Illyricanae chronologiae adjumento erutum …, where
he was trying to prove that Strigova is that mysterious true place of origin of Jerome. The first argument is
very strong indeed; the first four letters of both names are entirely identical. Secondly, there are indications
that in some not so far distant past, this place was the destination of a large number of pilgrims. Besides, in
the Roman era we are talking about, it could have been that Dalmatia was spreading far to the north, east,
and west. It was part of the Illyricum in any way. The problem is that the borderline between two provinces of
Illyricum, Pannonia, and Dalmatia, was not always firmly established, and it was moving up and down. This
option gathers big attention of the scientists today.

6 Please see … https://www.nationalgeographic.com/tv/lost-treasures-of-the-maya-snake-king/

7 Please see …

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/361/6409/eaau0137
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Point-2 … Ljubljana … in what is today Slovenia. Strong candidate. Local scientists try to prove this is exactly
the right birthplace of Jerome. Not all details are known and available to the author of this text.
Point-3 … Istria … in Croatia. Strong candidate. Not all details are known and available to the author of this
text.
Point-4 … Strmica … In today’s Province of Dalmatia in Croatia, on the borderline with Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The strong candidate as well. Don Frane Bulić (October 4, 1846 - July 29, 1934), who was a
Croatian priest, archaeologist, and historian, had established the theory based on evidences from Church
documents that Stridon of St. Jerome must have been in the Dalmatia itself, in the very core of Dalmatia
actually, not very far from Salona, its own cultural and geographical center. He wrote a wonderful discussion
on this topic, on the Croatian language of course, but available by the Scribd service at the link below. This is a
very argumentative discussion indeed, and I consider myself very lucky to stumble on this work.
https://www.scribd.com/doc/208788170/Frane-Buli%C4%87-Stridon

Point-5 … Novi Travnik … Not all details are known and available to the author of this text.
It is apparent, the discussion about the true location of Roman Town Stridon, the very probable origin of St.
Jerome, is very lively. Sometimes it becomes even very fiery. Indeed, now, all options are plausible, and any
among these places could be the right spot. Hope further but very soon researches by using the cutting-edge
technology would yield the right answer. However, for my research on the natal chart to go on, I was
supposed to choose something, and I did my choice. Again, this is just preliminary research and based on the
knowledge I have, and what is probably missed by other researchers, I would place the origin of Jerome right
to the very core of the ancient Roman Illyrian Province Dalmatia. Therefore, Strmica is my option in this
preliminary stage. What other researchers do not know and some even do not want to know, and what we
have seen in many previous cases, there was already a family lineage of God Vishnu in Dalmatia right on that
spot or little bit around. With the very precise natal charts, I was proving that Lucius Artorius Castus was born
near Imotski in Dalmatia. However, this is all connected to historical Jesus himself, because, this family had a
connection with the offshoots of Jesus’ foster family, which is actually his true family. We know that Panthera,
or Josephus, the husband of Marry, well, he was a Roman soldier who due to the military service left
Jerusalem around 6 C.E., and he took part in suppressing a big Illyrian Revolt, which lasted for several years,
right there in Dalmatia itself. It is plausible to believe that he took with him one son of his with Marry, who
spent all his life there in Dalmatia, and just when he was old, he returned and reunited with the originating
family and departed there. His remnants were very probably deposited in one of Talpiot Thumb ossuaries. This
is how the family migrated to Dalmatia, or better to say back to Dalmatia, because, this is exactly from where
it migrated to the Near East, one or two centuries before. Then again, Roman Emperor Diocletian occurred
right there near Salona, or the today’s City of Split, and family probably stayed there or branched, and
according to my opinion, we find the origins of Jerome right there in the very core of Dalmatia as well.
This is to say, with this place, we can go on with the initial quest, we get the natal chart, and later on, we shall
see what and how to do. Once when we have the true natal chart of Jerome, then it will be easier to establish
some firm dates from his life, and that can in return offer an option to perform the true rectification of the
birth time itself. Interestingly, right now we do not have any firm dates from the life of St. Jerome. This is so
intriguing indeed. Such a great figure of biblical times, and to become so un-transparent, baffling, smoky,
enigmatic, with so many reflections and uncertainties. It is as that somebody was intentionally producing
smoke over this figure and his character. After all, how can such an important place like Stridon, which gave
Jerome but some other bishops as well, how it can be lost entirely? Or, is there a possibility perhaps that it is
intentionally lost? Is it the loss of Stridon just part of the agenda of making such a heavy smoke? It is now
obvious that the Church representatives knew very well who St. Jerome was. Instead to offer the truth, they
produced an artificial and almost like a heavy quarrel discussion about the point where Stridon was once upon
a time. This is a typical Roman policy in action. Divide et impera. Divide and rule. It seems that such kind of
policy is still living there in Rome. One way to answer such questions is to open the Vatican Library and to
check everything in detail. Apparently, what can also be of some help is to find the natal chart and then
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gradually to fix all the events from the life of Jerome into right dates, and then to try to perform the
rectification on the true birthplace. Therefore, this can be an additional element in finding true Stridon. The
natal chart will tell which place is the right one. As I already have mentioned, branching of the same family
was possible, and Stridon as the birthplace of Jerome could have been in any of these spots. However, we
need to start somewhere.
Thus, in this preliminary research, and by considering all these elements and arguments, I will choose Strmica
as the possible location of Stridon, and the true origin of Jerome. Just to make everything shorter, the true
natal chart of Jerome crystallized very soon. He was born on June 13, 342 C.E., at 5.08 AM Local Mean Time
(LMT).

The natal chart of St. Jerome (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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The fragment of the natal chart of St. Jerome. The planetary Avastha situation.

The natal chart of Jerome is unique, and immediately we see that he was a fighter for the highest spiritual
truth. Very fiery truth fighter, by the way. As usual, we possibly get started with finding the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction, which is present in the form of the seventh aspect of this two grahas. Thus, the first house and
the seventh are connected strongly. Besides, Jupiter, the lord of the ninth, and Lagnesh, the Chandra-Moon,
are in Parivarthana Yoga, and therefore, these two houses are linked heavily, almost to be like one. Jupiter is
in the exalted status, and this kind of situation is very typical for supreme spiritual leaders. We have seen such
kind of situation many times so far. The Budha-Mercury is conjoined with Jupiter, indicating that the person is
very intellectual, big thinker, curious, researcher, but totally inclined on the spiritual side. Due to the BudhaMercury, aside from being gifted with many other nice qualities, the owner of the natal chart is very
humorous. The Surya-Sun, who is considered as the universal atmakaraka, is in the twelfth and it will produce
this enormously big interest in spirituality. Besides, it will give that person will live abroad predominantly, and
to be like a king among saints. If we take a look at the Narayana Chalit Kundali, we see that Surya-Sun
migrated there to the first house as well, what is giving the possibility to be a leader, like a king actually, but a
very spiritual king, a possible leader of some spiritual organization. I already have mention the situation where
he was a candidate for the Pope. Well, I would say, tendencies to be such kind of leader were there, definitely.
However, we need to remember that Guru-Jupiter is a functional malefic for this natal chart, which will give
strong rivals and opponents in the spiritual field. The fact that he was not elected, shows us just how powerful
his opponents were.
Then, we have Mangal-Mars in the fourth house, which will immediately explain his temperament and
passionate nature. We also notice that vital planets are strong, and in Yuva condition, which will give an
option that all the implemented strength will be activated. There are no mrita planets, what is a good sign if
the person wants to function successfully in the outward world. Furthermore, we also notice that many grahas
are in the fourth pada within corresponding nakshatras, including the ascendant-lagna, which is giving a strong
indication we are dealing with a very enlightened person. An additional indication for that is given by Ketu
Mahadasha coming very early in the life of the person. Ketu by itself is placed in the eighth house, which is
one of the houses of enlightenment (fourth house, eighth house, and twelfth house). Ketu in the eighth will
give an indication of revealing the deepest occult and spiritual secrets. However, as Rahu is in the second,
these two houses are very closely and intimately connected, thus he will give out such deep spiritual
knowledge through his speeches, or through some writings perhaps. No doubt, he was programmed to be a
strong, enlightened spiritual leader. Well, altogether, one very interesting natal chart, fitting entirely well into
the life story of St. Jerome. Better to say, the life story of St. Jerome is fitting perfectly well into the presented
natal chart.
St. Jerome came just after Emperor Constantine the Great when Christianity was already recognized and
declared officially as the one and only religion of the entire Roman Empire. Emperor Constantine I, ruled from
306 C.E. until 337 C.E. As we also know, in, in 325 C.E., on his initiative, the very famous Council of Nicaea took
place, where early Christian cardinals set up the complete background for the Christian teachings, along with
establishing the main body, which will carry on all activities in spreading and protecting the teaching itself.
This we know as a Christian Church today. At the same time, we know that Emperor Constantine I, was the
incarnation of the Vishvakarman, the king of Asuras, with his mother-wife Helena, who was an incarnation of
Goddess Niriti, Goddess Kali, or Goddess Durga, how they also called her. Now we know what they have done
with the previous knowledge and the political system of Emperor Diocletian, who as we know, was the Vishnu
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incarnation. They erased everything, every trace of Diocletian’s work, and they put him on the list of the
biggest negatives. We even do not know all the circumstances about Diocletian’s departure, and I would not
be surprised seeing Constantine and Helena being involved, just to help a little bit about his departure. Well,
just the same as they did with Diocletian’s wife and daughter. No doubt, the king and the queen of the Asuras,
the negative and dark force of the Evolution, they were knitting their own network, and by using the cover of
darkness as the pendulum of time was swinging on the negative side by approaching to the negative peak of
the Kali Yuga, they definitely introduced their dark and murky methods. Indeed, did Constantine and Helena
help Diocletian to leave the world? I did not touch this problem so far, but we definitely leave this question
open.
There is another thing as well. I have never mentioned that, but as we are entering deeper and deeper into
deciphering of this very dark, mysterious, and enigmatic period of the world’s history, I think it is time now to
open this question. When I was discussing Lucius Artorius Castus, the King Arthur, I concluded that he was
probably buried in Avalon, for which we definitely do not know yet with certainty where it was located within
Roman Britain.8 However, as the research on many parallel stories are advancing, but on the Lucius story as
well, one very interesting theory popped up. I’ve heard from a prominent researcher on the life story of Lucius
Castus that the Avalon might have not been placed in Britain at all. Instead, the theory exposes an option that
the original Avalon was in the Adriatic Sea somewhere. Well, it was not known to me where exactly it could
possibly have been, however, the very same idea itself rang a bell, and after some time, gradually, another
option settled in my mind. What if … ? I mean, what if this is true? As we know, Lucius alias King Arthur died in
Chur in Switzerland on the way toward the Illyria and Dalmatia, or from it. I initially assumed that whatever
way they were going, they continued or returned to Britain, where he was probably buried. Now, let us
consider another hypothesis. What if he was considering burring in Dalmatia, for him, to be the only option? I
mean, just as he was planning initially many years ago when building the family thumb along with sarcophagus
of which we did find some fragments and slabs along with textual parts? In fact, this is how we traced this spot
to be his retirement seat after finding fragments of the text in the cemetery wall in Podstrana, Croatia.
Therefore, if he supposedly would have insisted to be buried there in Dalmatia, and as he had found himself in
Britain when he felt that the final moment of him is coming up, he would probably have hurried up for his trip
back to Dalmatia. Then, his time had passed out on the way, and he departed in Chur, in Switzerland, just
about halfway to Dalmatia. Based on his desire, they might have taken his body to Dalmatia where he was
buried. However, as he was very famous at that time, he was buried publicly near or at some very spiritual
spot, which by the way carried the name … Avalon. Thus, the name of the place was … Avalon …, what comes
up just as a reflection from Britain’s Avalon. Remember, at that time he was very well known, he was famous
actually, and his glory is very possibly surpassing all our imagination. He was King of Britain, and he helped
Britain to be integrated smoothly into the Roman World. Therefore, he was famous in the Roman world as
well. All is happening very probably in September of 214 C.E. King Arthur was about 110 years old when he
departed. Thus, just to conclude, in such a case, he must have been buried there in Dalmatia, and that was a
big social event. Most probably, the whole Roman World commemorated and gave some contribution. That
could only have been at some very spiritual place, most probably close to the water, to the sea actually. Thus,
Avalon could have been in the Adriatic region, this is true, but it could not have been just anywhere. It could
have been only there in Dalmatia, at the true origin of Lucius Castus, on some highly spiritual place just near to
the water. The question is now, do we have such kind of place there in Dalmatia? Of course, we do have!!! As
I was already mentioning the Diocletian Palace many times, I will mention it again. The thing is that according
to some reliable sources, Diocletian built up the replica of the Solomon Temple, but he did erect the Temple
on the place where there already was a strong temple-like structure from previous times. Diocletian did not
build up such a grandiose Temple in the middle of nowhere. Definitely not! Actually, according to legends, on
this spot, there was a strong spiritual tradition present even from the time of the ancient Illyrian Civilization.
They say, the very strong spiritual center right there on that spot, was going on for centuries and millenniums.
That was Salona. Therefore, even at the time of Lucius Castus alias King Arthur, this place was already very
lively spiritually and involved in some occult and esoteric practices. Just to remind, King Arthur was probably
buried there only about a hundred years before the erection of the so-called Diocletian Palace. Thus, it is
plausible to believe that exactly this is the true Avalon, right there at the spot of the Diocletian Palace, and
right in the very center of the today’s City of Split!!! Nevertheless, as it was already mentioned, this does not
8 Please see the essay about Lucius Artorius Castus at the following link ...https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/648-2/
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mean that Avalon in Britain did not exist. Of course, it did exist, but just as the replica of the original one in
Dalmatia. Britain’s Avalon was modeled according to the Dalmatian original Avalon. Because, later on, for the
purpose of making smoke on the King Arthur and Emperor Diocletian, they just translated everything, the
story, and the Avalon itself, to Roman Britain. Even the name Avalon, is very probably an anagram of the full
original name … Colonia Martia Iulia Salona. But was just called … Salon.
This is very interesting, intriguing, and above everything, very shocking theory indeed. However, right now I do
not want to claim categorically this is all true. We leave this question open. Nevertheless, as it seems to me, it
was going exactly this way. Such complete turnover in the story would mean only one thing. The grave of King
Arthur should be searched in Croatia, in today’s very center of the City of Split.
Back to St. Jerome now.
Thus, St. Jerome came just at the moment when Christianity as a religion was not firmly established, it was not
yet spread all over, and it was still combating with the influence of old, what they called pagan religions.
However, this is not all. As the knowledge systems of John the Baptist and Jesus were put in free fall, soon
many different sects occurred within the Christianity itself, with very different teachings, aims, and agendas.
As I can see it right now, Jerome came to synthesize everything together, to put it all together, and to make
one unique system that will become the standard for the entire world. According to all what I’ve seen, he
made all that successfully. However, I cannot leave aside an option that something went terribly wrong there.
I mean, something must have happened there, and according to my opinion, we do not have all original
thoughts of St. Jerome. Something is telling me that we even do not have the original Bible written by St.
Jerome himself! Now, when we know the true story of the true historical Jesus, and that his initial teaching
was …
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS WITHIN YOU AND
WHOSOEVER SHALL KNOW HIS TRUE SELF, THE ATMA, SHALL FIND IT.

… then, where do we see this teaching exposed in the Bible. Not to mention that the practical aspect of this
teaching, the transcendence-based meditation, which is a natural and very simple technique to reach God and
to be one with God, well, that was not mentioned at all. I cannot believe that it did happen by chance that
nothing was mentioned. At the contrary, it was all carefully cast out. Very probably, that is the reason why
Jerome could not become a Pope. He was pushed away, marginalized totally, while other teachings
completely deviated from the true basic message of Jesus and John the Baptist, surfaced and became the
mainstream. That was the message of the dark side, of the Vishvakarman and his Goddess Kali. The true
knowledge was pushed out, and the false one was imposed on people. But not only that. This very aggressive
group very quickly erased all other competitive groups and branches, and this is how Christianity we know it
today came into existence.
Finding the natal chart of St. Jerome, and placing him at the right spot on the History Timeline, well, this is one
very important step forward in solving the enigmas of the world history. As it was seen, the things definitely
did not finish as Jerome was expecting. On the celestial level, there was a very probable consensus among
devatas to allow God, to Vishnu himself, to formulate the doctrine and the knowledge paradigm, which will be
helping people in passing through the darkness of the Kali Yuga around its negative peak. He was about to set
up the system which was simple, but still containing the essence of the true knowledge and the very
important direct connection with God. If there is a dark age, well, that does not mean necessarily people do
need to suffer. Suffering occurs only when there is a big discrepancy among the incoming energy and
intelligence, and the established knowledge system and paradigm. People suffer when they disconnect from
God, and from the divine energy that is nourishing them and feeding them. This is the only reason why people
suffer. It is not the plan of God to allow anyone to suffer. God did not create man to suffer. Nevertheless, God
gave free will to everyone, and people are free to choose.
Well, as it seems, for Vishvakarman and Kali, such kind of celestial agreement does not mean much. This is the
time of darkness, this is their time, they know that, and they play their game. The rest of the story we know.
However, it will be very interesting to see what will be the respond of God himself. Very probably, we shall see
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that in just the very next incarnation of Vishnu following St. Jerome. Who is that and how all was going on,
well, that will remain my small secret until the moment this story will be ready to be exposed.

The History Timeline showing few historical figures proved as Vishnu incarnations that came just after Jesus the Christ.

To conclude, just to mention that I am very curious to see where and how the original Bible created by St.
Jerome did finish? This is the question that is overtaking my mind right now, and I will just say it loudly …
Where is the original Bible done by St. Jerome?
Along with the first revision of this text, need to add a few things more. I have mentioned already the problem
of locating the true origin of St. Jerome to any certain geographic location. This is definitely … Stridon … , but
nobody knows the exact location. Traces are somehow lost, and this is becoming a very big problem. As one
possible solution, I already have noticed the possibility to make the rectification on the date of birth and even
the true location by the use of Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. Hence, there is an option, if we know the few precise
dates of true events from his life, we can rectify the birth time. Then, if we know the birth time precisely, we
can rectify even the birth place itself. One is supposed to play a little bit, no doubt about that. However, the
result can be very rewarding. It can offer some indication at least of where to focus our search. Something like
this was performed, and all findings do place the origin of St. Jerome to be in the province called Dalmatia, the
part of Roman Illyria. This is one very important conclusion, narrowing down the choice among several
candidates. Thus, this comes as a confirmation of my already exposed opinion for St. Jerome to be entirely
Dalmatian. I firmly followed the line and argumentation of Don Frane Bulić. Nevertheless, need to say that the
research is still in progress, and by further refinement of the data, very possible even the very same point of
the birth will be appointed with great precision.
The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, well, they are all devoted to finding some higher spiritual and
universal truths. This can possibly help in finding, modeling, and reshaping the individual truth of everybody who is touching
it. If you did find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit the corner called ...
Contributions and Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., just to make your simple mark
there. One-click or two can change many things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a neverending story. Any donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.
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